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Statistics S2 (WST02) January 2015

General introduction
Overall, candidates were well prepared for this paper and, in most cases, were able to
attempt all questions. Candidates should be encouraged to write down all stages of their
working even when using a calculator or the statistical tables. Some method marks in
longer, multi-step questions (5a and 7) were lost due to insufficient working being
shown. Questions 1(c), 3(e), 6(d) and 7 were the most demanding parts of this paper.
Report on Individual Questions
Question 1
The opening question on this paper was both accessible, (parts (a) and (d)), and
discriminating, (parts (b) and (c)).
Generally candidates answered part (a) well. Most recognised that they needed to use
Po(3.2) and knew to calculate P(X = 3). A significant minority of candidates gave an
answer of 0.22 so lost the final accuracy mark. Some candidates were able to identify
Po(1.6) in part (b) but even then many were unable to calculate the required probability
as P(Y > 1). The most common mistake in part (b) was to calculate P(Y = 1).
Part (c) was the most challenging part of this question as most candidates failed to
understand that a conditional probability was required here. Many were able to calculate
P(X = 1) and P(X = 3) and multiply these together, though some did so with inconsistent
values of lambda. Of those candidates who gave a correct expression for the conditional
probability, some lost the final accuracy mark due to premature rounding.
Many were able to identify the correct normal approximation in part (d), N(72, 72), and
ଵ
work out that the number of cars caught speeding had to exceed 83ଷ. The continuity
correction here caused some confusion and a variety of attempts were seen, notably
82.8, 83.8 or 84.5. A few took the route of finding a normal approximation for the
amount of fines collected in 90 days and incorrectly used N(4320, 4320).
Question 2
Candidates had a lot of success with this question as nearly 50% achieved at least 10 of
the 11 available marks here. Part (a) was generally well answered though on some
occasions candidates only found F(4) or misunderstood P(X > 4) to be equivalent to P(X
< 3) and went on to find 1 – F(3). Correct answers to part (b) were seen less often. Here
candidates often gave one of two common incorrect answers, either 0, by finding
ସ
P(X=4), or ହ, by confusing the continuous distribution for a discrete one. Part (c) caused
little difficulty and the majority of candidates correctly specified the density function
with the required limits.
Those who recognised that this was a continuous uniform distribution often went on to
give efficient solutions to parts (d), (e) and (f). Many relied on integration to get them
through these parts and had a high success rate in parts (d) and (e). In part (f), the most
common error was for candidates to use E(X)2 rather than [E(X)]2. Some thought the
formula Var(aX + b) = a2Var(X) applied here and attempted 9[E(X)]2.

Question 3
There were some good attempts at this question despite candidates finding the sampling
distribution a challenging topic on the specification. It was clear that some candidates
had made an effort to learn their definitions and a pleasing number of correct responses
in parts (a) and (b) were seen. Sometimes a keyword was omitted from a definition- e.g.
‘only’ in part (a) and ‘statistic’ in part (b). A significant proportion of candidates simply
left these parts blank.
In part (c) the calculation of the mean and the variance was well done. Use of a rounded
value for the mean sometimes resulted in the loss of the final accuracy mark for the
variance. Nearly all candidates came up with at least 2 of the required samples and most
went on to give all possible samples in part (d). The final and most challenging part of
the question had a mixed response. Some oversimplified the question by assigning a
ଵ
probability of ଼ to each possible sample. Those who did calculate the 4 required
probabilities correctly sometimes neglected to give the 4 associated values of the means.
Question 4
ଵ
Nearly ଷ of candidates scored full marks on this question. In part (a), many recognised
that they needed to use Po(6), but were unable to correctly interpret the inequality as
F(6) – F(4). Part (b) elicited a good response with many completely correct solutions.
The hypotheses were usually stated correctly, although a small percentage of candidates
used p instead of λ as their population parameter, and a few candidates used H1: λ ≤ 9 or
H1: λ ≠9. Nearly all candidates used Po(9), and whilst the large majority calculated the
value of the test statistic P(X ≤ 4), it was not uncommon to see P(X = 4) calculated.
Correct conclusions were seen often and most of these were in the context of the
question, i.e. ‘no evidence that the mean number of accidents has reduced’.
Question 5
This proved to be a demanding question for all but many persevered and made good
progress with just over 25% achieving full marks. Many candidates used the given
ଵ
information that E(X) = ଵଶ and correctly multiplied xf(x) prior to integrating, but often
an elementary algebraic error prevented candidates from reaching a correct equation.
Typically the use of the limit –1 caused some slips.
Given the unstructured nature of the question, a significant minority of candidates could
not form a second equation using the fact that the two integrals needed to sum to 1.
Algebraic errors were less frequent with those who did form this equation, though some
candidates failed to integrate 3k before substituting in the limits of 3 and 2.
Nearly all candidates who obtained 2 equations in a and k, made an attempt at solving
their simultaneous equations though the algebra here was too challenging for some.
In part (b), the correct mode of 2 was not seen too often. The best responses provided a
ହ
sketch of f(x). f(2) = ଽ was a common incorrect response alongside 0 and 3.

Question 6
Parts (a), (b) and (c) of this question provided a good source of marks for most candidates.
In part (a) most calculated the exact value required using the calculator. A significant
minority of those who attempted to use the tables struggled to obtain the correct difference
of F(5) – F(4), with F(6) – F(5) regularly seen.
Part (b) was extremely well answered although a small number of candidates failed to
distinguish between the standard deviation and the variance of X.
Attempts at the hypothesis test in part (c) were generally good, with many completely
correct solutions. The hypotheses were nearly always correctly stated, and although
B(20,0.3) was nearly always used, some candidates calculated an incorrect test statistic
such as P (X = 8) or P(X ≥ 9). Conclusions were nearly always accurately stated and most
were in context.
Part (d) proved to be extremely demanding for candidates, with a number of blank
responses. Although a significant minority were able to formulate a correct algebraic
inequality for n, relatively few could conduct a systematic table search. The use of a
sample size of 2n rather than n also led to a loss of the final accuracy mark for some
candidates who managed to reach “n” = 10. Candidates using the tables should be
encouraged to write down the values used to reach their conclusion. A significant
proportion of candidates who stated that n = 5 provided little or no supporting evidence.
Question 7
This question produced a wide range of responses with ¼ of candidates making no
progress and ¼ of candidates scoring at least 7 out of 8 marks. Most candidates were able
to make a reasonable attempt, with B(n, 0.2) being recognised together with a normal
approximation.
Candidates were generally able to standardise using their mean, although a continuity
correction was frequently missing and sometimes a variance was used instead of a
standard deviation.
Usually, the candidate's z-value was equated to 2, and an attempt was made to simplify the
resulting equation. Various methods were used to solve this equation. Those whose used a
substitution of the form x = √n tended to be more successful than those who first squared
their equation. Even when the correct roots to the quadratic equation were obtained, a
large number of candidates selected the wrong one or incorrectly stated that 106.3 should
lead to an answer of 107 questions.
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